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INTRODUCTION 
Air entrained concrete over the past eighteen years has received 
national recognition as a result of its satisfactor.y performance in 
highway concrete pavements and other concrete structures subjected to 
outside exposure. 
Numerous highway departments over the entire United States have 
laid test slabs made of air entrained concrete. Among those to date 
are Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New York, Connecticut, Yassachusetts, 
Vermont, Maine, Illinois, Missouri and California. The primary 
purpose in building these test slabs was to investigate their dura-
bility or resistance to freezing and thawing and the action of 
various salts on air entrained concrete. The results of the test 
slabs were excellent. It was also found that air entrainment in-
creased the workability, reduced bleeding and water-gain after 
placing and lessened the segregation. 
The use of air entrainment of concrete is not limited to highway 
slabs. It is used in airport runways, in concrete structures such as 
building dams, bridges, etc. and by ready-mix plants in almost all of 
their projects. The Corp of Engineers uses air entrained concrete in 
all exposed structures that will be subjected to extreme weather 
conditions, salt-water action or de-icing chemicals. 
In the near future the Missouri Highway Commission contemplates 
the building of prestressed highway slabs. A most important factor to 
be resolved is the effect of air entrained concrete on the strength of 
prestressed concrete highway slabs. Ver.y little literature is to be 
. ) 
,. .., 
found on air entrained concrete at the early ages of 6 hours to 72 
hours. In order to design concrete slabs for prestressing, it would 
be most desirable to know at what early age the slabs could be 
prestressed advantageously. TI1is knowledge of the strength of 
concrete at early ages will enable the engineers to prestress the 
slabs, and would minimize the interruption or delay that will be 
necessary due to the prestressing operations during the construction 
of the new highway. This will mean a saving of time and money to the 
taxpayer. 
The Highway Research Board (1) recommends that the reasonable 
Highway Research Board, '~se of Air-Entraining Concrete in Pavements 
and Bridges", No. 13, Page 5, ¥ay 1946. 
working range for control purposes for air entrainment should be 
held within the limits of 3 to 6 percent total air, these per-
centages being computed on the basis of the theoretical weight of 
air-free concrete of the same proportions. 
Hr. Lerch, (2) Head, Performance Tests Group, Research and 
Lerch, William, "Basic Principals of Air-:Eiltrained Concrete", 
Portland Cement Association, PP. 10-11, 1954. 
Development Laboratories, Portland Cement Association, Chicago, 
Illinois says, 'With concrete having a cement content of 6 sacks 
per cu. yd. or more, and maximwn size of aggregates of 1 1/2 to 2 in. 1 
each percentage increase in the amount o! air above the amount which 
exists in the normal concrete, reduces the fiexural strength 2 to 3 
percent and the compressible strength 3 to 4 percent." 
H. L. Kennedy, (3) Manager, Cement Division, Dewey & ~ 
Proceedings ot the First United States Conference on Prestressed 
Concrete, "High Strength Concrete", H. L. Kenne<V, Page 130, 
August 14 to 16, 1951. 
Chemical Company, Cambridge, Massachusetts, suggests, "For pre-
stressed concrete that control of the air content between 3 and 5 
percent is desirable and practical. This will assure minimum, 1! 
any, impairment of strength and abrasion resistance 1 and excellent 
durability plus some improvement in workability and reduced 
absorption•. 
Mr. W. A. Cordon, (4) Engineer, U. S. Bureau ot Reclamation, 
American Concrete Institute, Vol. 17, No. 6, "&ltrained Air - A 
Factor in the Design ot Concrete Mixes", Page f:IJ9, June 1946. 
Customhouse, Denver 21 Colorado, performed tests on a series of 102 
mixes to establish the procedures vhich could be applied to the 
design of average concrete mixes conta.ining normal amoWlts ot en-
trained air. In the research, aggregates tram tour separated 
sources, screened to 1 1/2 in. ma.ximwa sise 1 cementa trom three 
different mills, and two different air-entra-ining agents war$ used. 
The results indicated that the concrete strength decreased uniformly 
with the increase in air content. With a constant Water-Cement ratio 
by weight, the decrease in strength ar11ounted to 195 psi (about 5 per-
cemt average) for each percent of air entrained. Also, where the 
Water-Cement ratio is held constant, the test show about the same 
reduction in strength for each percent of air entrained for the 
higher Water-Cement ratio cf .65 as for the lower constant Water-
Cement ratio of .45. It was also found from the average curve of 
all tests, that with the same Water-Cement ratio being maintained, 
a loss of approximately 105,000 psi static modulus of elasticity 




The cement used in this investigation was Portland Type I and 
was obtained from two different sources, Alpha, from the Alpha 
Portland Cement Company and Red Ring, from the J.Iissouri Portland 
Cement Company. The cement was of the same burn. The cement per 
batch by weight consisted of 50% of each type, which was blended 
together before it was placed in the mixer. The cement content was 
held constant at 6.04 bags per cu. yd. The cement was placed on a 
rack in the controlled temperature room and maintained at 70° ~ 5° 
for two days before the batching of the mix. 
COARSE AGGREGATE 
A crushed limestone coarse aggregate with the following 
characteristics was used in these tests: 
Source: Bussen Quarry Company, Route 9, Lemay 23, Missouri 
Specific Gravity - 2.66 
Weight per cu. ft., dry, rodded, lb. - 92.5 
Absorption, percent - .68 
GRADATION 
Sieves Total Percent PassiBg 





The above specifications were established by the Missouri 
Highway Department to govern the aggregate to be used in these tests. 
After inspection of the aggregate, it was found that there was no 
aggregate size above that retained on the 1/211 sieve. For uniformity 
of the coarse aggregate, the gradation used was as follows: 




The aggregate was screened to the above gradation and placed in 
individual bins in the controlled temperature room two days before 
hatching the mix. Twenty-four hours before each mixing time, 
samples were taken from each bin in order to deterrnine the moisture 
content of the aggregate. 
SAND 
The natural sand was obtained from the l.feramec River and Gravel 
Company, Pacific, ~ussouri Which met the specifications of the 
Materials Department of the Missouri Highway Department as regards 
acceptable gradation. The bulk specific gravity of the sand was 2.55, 
the weight per cu. ft. dr.1, rodded, in pounds was 109, and the 
absorption percentage was 1.5. The sand was placed in the storage 
bin in the controlled temperature room two days before hatching the 
mix. As was done in the case of the coarse aggregate a sample was 
removed from the storage bins ~+ hours before batching to determine 
the moisture content. 
WATER. 
The water used in the testing was ordinax-~ tap water supplied 
by the Rolla Municipal Utili ties, Rolla., :ti.d.ssouri. The water was 
stored in a 20 gallon can in the controlled temperature room. 
AIR ENTRAINING AGENT 
It was decided by the writer, after the reading of literature 
pertaining to methods of obtaining controlled air entrain'llent, that 
for this testing program, the adding of the admixture to the mixing 
water \iould. give a better control of the air content than adding the 
adrr~ure at the mixer. The air entraining agent used was AD-AIRE, 
manufa:!tured by The Carter-1'/aters Corp., Kansas City, Iviissouri. 
AD-AIRE, air entraining agent complies with the standards recommended 
by the American Society for Testing Haterials for materials used in 
air entrained concrete, General Testing Laboratories, Report No. 
30426. 
Nine grams of AD-AIRE was added to the mixing water of each 
batch of 3 cu. ft. to insure an air content of 4.5 ± 1 percent. 
REHARK 
The aggregates and cement met all the requirements of the 
Missouri State Highway Commission, Bureau of 14aterials Specifications, 
1955. The quality of the materials was checked by the Bureau of 
Materials and in the Laboratory at the Missouri School of Hines and 
Hetallurgy. 
Er~UIPNENT 
A controlled temperature room was designed and built prior to 
the research done on air-entrained concrete. The room was maintained 
at 70° ~ 5°F. Within the temperature room there are: (1) Storage 
shelves, (2) Bins for the Aggregate, (3) Scales that read to .01 lbs., 
(4) 20 ga~lon water cans, (5) Rack for cement storage and (6) a 
continuous temperature recording gage. 
1. The air-entraining pressure equipment consisted of a 
portable apparatus made from an alkali resistant light weight alloy. 
It is known as the ACME air-entrainment meter, manufactured by 
E. W. Zimmerman, Chicago, Illinois. It has three movable parts: 
bowl, upper assembly and calibration cylinder. The test procedure 
is ver.f simple and the time required to make a test is about 5 minutes. 
2. The concrete mixer used in this program is a tilted-drum 
type laboratory mixer, manufactured by the Jaeger I•fachine Company, 
Columbus, Ohio. The mixer is permanently mounted in the Mechanics 
Testing Laboratory at the School. 
3. A Riehle Hydraulic Compression machine was used for testing 
the concrete cylinder specimens at early ages. It has five ranges, 
0 to 3,000#, 0-6,000# to 12,000#, 0-30,000#, and 0-60,000#. 
4. A Riehle Hydraulic Compression testing machine with 
testing ranges from zero to 60,000 lbs. and zero to 300,000 lbs., 
was used in testing the cylinder specimens at 16, 24, 36, 48, 60, 
72 hours and 7, 14, 28 day ages. 
5. A Tinius-Olsen beam testing machine was used to determine 
the flexural strength of the concrete test beams. A special 3rd 
9 
INSTRUMENTATION OF COMPRESSION SPEC!MmJ 
point loading head was desiened for the machine. The maximum capacity 
of the machine is 10,000# with a least reading of 10# available when 
the load is applied by the manually controllable loading mechanism. 
6. Two Ames dial gages placed diagonally across the cylinders 
from each other were used to determine the deformation data for the 
compression cylinders at the early ages of from 6 hours to 16 hours, 
inclusive. The least division on the dial gages was .001". 
7. From the early age of 16 hours to 28 days a Riehle Concrete 
Compressometer with the least division reading .0005" was used to 
record the deformation of the compression cylinders. 
it 
OPERATIONAL PROCEDURE ON COMPRESSION SPECIMFlJ 
.• . )J ,_ 
I-IIXII:G PROCEDURE 
Design of the lfu: 
The nd.x was designed to give a constant ce1:1znt factor and a 
constant amount of excess mortar. The mix proportions of the normal 
concrete mix were 1:1.97:3.36 and having a water content of 5.6 
gallons of water (effective). The cement factor was 1.51 and the 
excess mortar was 75%. In the re-designing of the mix for air 
entrained concrete a reduction was made in the absolute volQ~e of 
the sand by 4 1/2%. This provided for the assumed volume of the air 
entrained in the mix. There was no reduction made in the volume of 
miring water to replace the siTall amount of liquid caused by the air 
entraining agent necessary to gain a total air content of 4.,5 + 1:~. 
The re-design of the normal mix will be found in the Appendix, 
Pages 49 to 51. In the ci.xing of normal concrete there is an air 
content (entrapped air) due to the mixing action which is nonnally 
less than 1%. A value of .6% for entrapped air content due to 
n~g action was used in the design of the normal mix. 
A 3 cu. ft. batch was designed to be used throughout the testing 
and several experimental trial batches with varying amounts of air 
agent were mixed. It was decided to use nine grams of air entraining 
agent per batch after three satisfactory trials with that amount of 
air entraining agent. 
Batching of the lfu: 
The weights of the various components of the mix were calculated 
to the nearest .01,'1. The batching was done in the temperature con-
trolled room. The weights of the components in each batch are in the 
Appendix on Page 52. 
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Hixing: 
In order to elllninate any changes in the mixing, a standard 
procedure was set up as follows: 
(1) Wet mixer 
(2) Add coarse aggregate 
(3) Add sand 
(4) Add cement 
(5) H:ix dry for 1 minute 
(6) Add water containing air agent 
(7) Mix for 2 minutes 
The mixer was washed out after each mix to clear the mixer of any 
collected mortar. 
The mixed concrete was poured from the mixer into a large tray 
and stirred with a shovel to e~iminate any segregation caused by 
pouring of the mixed concrete from the mixer. 
Normal Checks Per Batch: 
After the batch is stirred in the tray, a slump test was per-
formed. The slump test procedure is in accordance w.i th the Standard 
liethod of Slump Test for consistency of Portland-Cement concrete 
(A.S.T .H. Designation C 143-39). The results of the slump tests are 
recorded in the Appendix, Pages j;3 and ~~ The concrete used for 
the slump tests was returned to the batch. 
A check of the air content was performed on each batch as follows: 
(1) Representative samples from the tr~ were placed into the 
bowl of the air meter in three equal layerso Each layer was rodded 25 
times with a 5/8" bullet pointed rod and the side of the bowl was 
tapped with a rubber hammer until no bubbles of air showed on the 
surface of each layer. 
AIR ENTRAINING PRESSURE APPARATUS USED TO DETERNINE THE PERCENT AIR ENTRAINED IN A lUX 
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(2) After the last layer showed no more bubbles of air, the top 
of the air meter was clamped into place. 
(3) Water was poured into air meter until the water level showed 
a little above the arrow. About 8 psi pressure was applied and the 
sides of the bowl were tapped lightly to remove any entrapped air. 
The pressure was released gradually and the air meter was then bled 
until the water level was exactly on the arrow. 
(4) The jets were then all closed and 15 psi pressure was 
applied and the reading taken. 
On each sample, three readings were taken and the average was 
calculated from each set of readings. The air meter was calibrated 
and the aggregate correction factor as performed on coarse aggregate 
alone, sand alone, and the coarse aggregate and sand together, was 
found to be zero. Therefore, the reading obtained on the gage was 
the air content of the mix. The average air content of each batch is 
shown on Pages 53 and 54 of the Appendix. The concrete used for the 
air content determination was not returned to the testing batch. 
REMARKS: 
Before any tests were run, a mixing and testing schedule was set 
up. Special care was taken to avoid any variations due to temperature 
and humidity changes by randomizing the mixing and testing. Numbers 
for the mixing and order of testing were written on smaJl sheets of 
paper and placed in a box. A disinterested person drew the numbers 
from the box, and .f'rom the results of this drawing, the mixing and 
testing schedule was established. 
1.7 
sm'-UP Fal THE DIDIUCT T!XSION TEST 
L~Bu~-~.ATUH.Y ~ ·~~THUJ3 F\JH Ci1~Til'JG AJ~D CURIUG O:F' SPECIHENS 
Co;:lpres;slon and Tension G)':ltndor~ 
After the standard air-content tests were made on each batch, t~1e 
test cylinders were filled in the following manner: Three cylinders 
were placed in the batch tray. Each cylinder was filled one-third full 
and tamped 25 times, then another layer of one-third was placed in the 
cy~i.nders and tamped 25 times, and then the third layer was added ru1d 
tamped 25 times.. After the cy~i.nders were filled, the tops were strllck 
off and the sides of the cylinders were gently tapped. This sequellce 
was followed four times per batch. The cylinders were placed on the 
storage rack in the temperature controlled room, after each sequence, 
for ~uring. Standard irax coated cylinders ·(6" x 12") were used for 
the compression specimen molds. 
Beams 
The beam forms were 6tt x 8" x 32" plywood forms. In order to 
fill 12 beam forms it was necessary to mix four batches. The be~n 
forms were numbered one through twelve and the forms were filled in 
their numerical order. The concrete was placed in each of the beam 
forms in two equal layers, each layer being tamped 90 tL~es as 
recommended (5) under methods of testing for concrete with a 5/8'' 
Hissouri State Highway Commission, Instructions to Concrete 
Proportioning Plant Inspectors, Bureau of Haterials, 1947. 
bullet pointed rod. After each beam was filled it was struck off a.nd 
the sides were gent~y tapped. As the beams were finished they were 
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') f ·, 
--- ~J 
placed en boards on the floor of the temperature oontrolled roo.n for 
curing. The boards were used to keep the forms off of the floor and 
to keep the beams level during early setting. 
Curing of Specimens 
The temperature room was equipped with a continuous record 
thermometer which was checked each time the early age tests were per-
formed and twice a day when only 7, 14, and 28 day specimens were 
present. The humidity was checked in the temperature control room 
daily and ranged from 89 to 94%. No other special curing of the 
specimens was used. 
21 
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LJ.BORATORY 'l'l:.STING PHOCEDURE 
Cc.1~mression Cylinders 
The compression cylinders were tested at 6, 81 12, 16, 24, JG, 
48, 60 and 72 hours. Also cylinders were tested at 7, l4 and 28 days. 
Three speciinens were tested for each age. The speci..'TI.ens vrere 
tested to detennine: (1) Ultimate Strength and (2) Modulus of 
Elasticity. 
The speciu1ens at ages of 6, 8 and 12 hours were tested in tne 
follovrl.ng manner: 
(1) The cylinder was removed from the temperature control roo: ~; 
to a table near the testing machine. 
(2) The cylinder form was careful~v removed. 
(3) A piece of soft material (1/2" fiber board) 8" x 8" was 
placed on the lower head of the testing machine and the cured cylinder 
was placed into the rr~chine. 
(4) A piece of 1/4" plywood was placed on top of the cured 
cylinder. 
(5) Two stands, each holding an Ames dial, were placed diagonally 
across the specimen from each other, supported by the lower head of 
the r:achine and with the dial resting against the 1/4" plywood. 
(6) A load of 5# was applied to the cylinder and the gages were 
zeroed. 
(7) To determine the values for plotting the modulus of elasti-
city curves at the different n.[;cs, the followint; increments of loadin; 
were used: 
23 
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6 hrs. ------- 501 
8 nrs. ------- 500 
12 hrs. ------ 100; 
At the ages of 16 hrs. to 72 hrs. and 7, 14 and 28 days, the 
cylinders were tested in the following manner: 
') . 
·- -J· 
(l) For cylinders, ages 16 to 72 hours 1 the for-ms were re1,:oved 
one half hour before testing., while the specimens were still in the 
control room. The forms for the 7, 14 and 28 day speci.?Jlens were re-
rr1oved at 72 hours. The specimens l'lere then replaced on the control 
room. storage shelves to complete their curing period. The specimens 
were capped one half hour before testing time. 
(2) Just before testing the cylinders were removed from the 
temperature room and placed in the testing machine. 
(3) A Riehle Concrete Compressometer was placed on the cylinders 
and then the load applied. 






























INDIRECT T»>SION SPECIMEN lFrm IT HAS B:mi RDIOVED 
FROM THE . TESTING MACHINE 
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'The inJir~ .. ~t tension tests r:-.,.'lde a.t 6, d, 12 and 16 hours -..;~:r•.: 
Two strips of 1/8" plywood, 1/2" wide and 12" in length, to-
gether with two Al alloy bars 1/2" wide, 1" deep and 14" in lengtL, 
provided a uniform support on top as well as on the bottom of the cy-
linder. The upper head of the machine is 10•• in diameter and the 
loading table where the lower compression head seats would cause a 
non-uniform support for the test specimens, therefore, an Al alloy 
bar, with the 1/2" side up, was placed on the lower head of the 
machine and a 1/2" wide strip of plywood was placed on the bar. 
The cylinder, laid lengthwise, was placed on the strip. The other 
1/2" plywood strip was placed on the top of the cylinder and the 
other bar of aluwinum alloy was placed on top of this plywood strip 
and the load was applied to failure of the cylinder. The ulti.r.ute 
tensional strengths can be found in the Appendix, Page 85. All 
cylinders were tested to failure. 
For the ages of 16, 24, 36, 48, 60, 72 hours and 7, 14, 28 days, 
the al.um.inuJn alloy strips were not used. The machine used for thr 
testing is described on Page 8, paragraph 4. The heads of the Liachiu~ 
were of satisfactory dimensions. The 1/2" plywood strip restc:d 
directly on the heads of the machine. The ultimate strengths can be 
found in the Appendix, Page 85. All cylinders were tested tu failu:ce. 
Three cylinders at each age were tested. 
The cylinc.ie:r fo~ms we:c8 all re:,Loved after 72 hrs. curing in tbe 
temperatur·e rooli!. 
2 7 
SEl'-UP FOR THE _13EAM TJ!miNG 
Bea.rn Testing 
A special head with supports 9" center to center was constructed 
before testing was co!Timencedo The supports of the machine were 27" 
apart. The beams were tested by the following method. 
(1) The early age beams, 8, 12, 16, 24, 36, 48, 6o and 72 hours 
were removed from the temperature room in their forms to the site of 
the machine. The side and ends on the forms were removed and the 
bottom was left in place until the beams were placed on the supports 
of the machine for all test specimens, 8, 12 and 16 hours. For ages 
of test specimens 12 to 72 hours, the bottom form was also removed 
before the beams were placed in the machine. The bottom forms were 
left in place to prevent any failure due to the beam's o'W!l weight 
during the placement in the machine. All of the beam forms were re-
moved at the end of 72 hours in the temperature control room and the 
beams were placed on the storage racks for future tests at 7, 14 and 
28 days. 
(2) Special care was taken in centering the beams in the testing 
machine in order to maintain the same amount of over-hang on each end, 
i.e., ( 2 1/2"). The specimens were also centered laterally, in order 
to insure an even loading condition under the loading head. 
(3) Two loading strips were placed on the specimens directly 
tmder the supports of the loading head. A brass rod 1" in diameter 
was placed between the loading strips and the load head supports. 
(4) All beams were loaded to failure and the results of these 
tests are shown in the Appendix, Page 86. Three beams at each age 
lttere tested. 
.,. 
. ,..;- J 
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CLOSE-UP OF A CENTm o:r BEAM FAILURE 
TEST ANALYSIS 
The mixing of the materials and the testing of the specimens was 
done by a closely coordinated group of individuals under the writer's 
supervision. Each individual was responsible for his own equipment, 
as well as watching for errors by other individuals taking part in the 
testing procedure. 
The air content of the individual batches was consistent. The 
air content varied from a low of 3.4% to a ITaximum of 5.31% per batch. 
The average air content of the batches used for the compression cy-
linders was 4.1%, 3.53% and 4.41%. The average air content of the 
indirect tension test cylinders was 4.6%, 3.40% and 4.27%. The 
average of the total values of air-entrainment for the compression 
cylinders was 4.01% and the total average for the tension specimens 
was 4.09%. There was a variation of .08% air content. The beams 
were poured using four batches per pour. The air content for the 
three pours was 4.52.%, 4.53% and 4.775% with an average of 4.608% 
which was considerably higher in air content than that of the 
coffipression or tension batches. The values of the air content, as 
well as values for the slump tests can be found in the Appendix, 
Pages 53 and 54· 
Tests were attempted on cylinders for both tensile and com-
pressive strength at ages earlier than six hours, but the cylinders 
disintegrated before any readings were obtained on the mac&ine. 
Investigations were also attempted on test beams at ages earlier than 
8 hours and it was found that even with the specimens supported with 
the bottom of the forrns remaining in place until testing, that the 
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specimens failed due to their o-vm vreight before readings on the ;nachine 
could be obtained. 
The analysis in this study is based on three specimens at each 
age of testing. There is additional data on a few extra test specimens 
which were in excess of the normal number needed for the test run of 
each series. These extra tests were run to check the variations due to 
mixing and testing procedure. 
The compressive strengths of the cylinders were calculated by the 
use of the equation Qr= P/A, where the load (P) is in pounds and the 
cross-sectional area (A) is in square inches. All the cylinders used 
in this study had an average diameter of 6", therefore, tl:e area is 
~ d2/4 or 28.3 in.2. The above mentioned equation then became a-= 
0.0354 P where 0.0354 is the reciprocal of 28.3. 
By definition (6) "compressive stress or cor:1pression is the kind 
Hechan:i.cs of Naterials, Larson & Uox, Second Edition, page 3. 
of stress that exists on a cross-section of a prism subjected to a 
pair of axial forces directed toward one another, consequently 
shortening the member". The machines used in the actual testing of 
the speci~ens are so designed as to contribute axial loads on the 
specimen. Special care was taken in the placellient of the specLT.ens in 
the n~chine so that eccentric loading would not occur. The resultant 
loads as applied foD.ovred the axis of symmetry of the specimens. In 
the Appendix can be found the ultimate compressive strengths of the 
cylinders as tested, Page 84. 
The knowledge of the fundamental laws that govern the elastic 
properties of cor.crete is very li.m.ited. In order tc obtain a 
rational design of a cor.crete hiehway slab, a reinforced concrete 
structure, or even a simple concrete beam., it is necessary to have a 
knowledge of the modulus of elasticity of the concrete. The defi-
nition of the llodulus o:f Elasticity as written by Er. Stantc~n Hall~er 
(7) is: 'IThe ratio of an increr.·lent of stress tc> a correspor:dinz 
Lewis Institute, Structural i·Jaterials laboratory Bulletin, l-15, 
"Hodulus of Elasticity of Concrete", If\J Stanton Walker, Page 5, 
Bulletin 5. 
increment of deformation". This definition of modulus of elasticity 
holds for all rraterials, whether or not they are perfectly elastic. 
In this sense only perfectly elastic nAterials have a constant modulus 
of elasticity. 
Er. Stanton Walker discussed the four following methods of measuring 
the modulus of elasticity: the "initial tangent" modulus 1 the ''tangent", 
modulus, the "secant" modulus, and the "chord" modulus. 
The "secant" modulus was the method used for measuring the modulus 
of elasticity in this study. The values of the stress vs. strain were 
plotted for each individual set of data recorded on each specimen. The 
values are recorded in the Appendix, Page 55 to 66. A point or. the 
stress vs. strain graph of the allowable working stress was calculated 
as 50% of the ultiP1ate stress of the specimen. Zero stress on the speci-
men was selected as the origin. A straight line was drawn through the 
point at 50;& of the ultimate stress of the specimen and the origin. The 
slope of the straight line was used to calculate the modulus of 
elasticity. The values were recorded for the stress and deforn~tion 
at 40% of the ultimate stress from the straight line. These values 
were substituted into the equation E = a-I~ to calculate the 
modulus of elasticity. 
The equation of the modulus of elasticity is E = q-I~ , where 
o- is the stress in pounds per square inch and Sis the deformation 
in inches per inch. The modulus of elasticity (E) is in pounds per 
square inch. 
The stress vs. strain graphs were plotted so that the curve passed 
through as many points as possible. The very small defornation for the 
specimens wera recorded as zero. 
The graphs of the stress vs. strain of the specimens for each age 
of testing can be found in the Appendix, Pages 67 to 78. The graphs 
for 6 hours to 12 hours, inclusive, were straight lines. The origin 
was set over to the point where the plotted curve strikes the de-
forrnation axis at zero stress and this point became the new origin. 
Again, 40~G of the ultimate stress was used to find the deformation to 
be substituted into the equation for E. The values for the Lodulus of 
Elasticity calculations can be fow1d in the Appendix, Pages 79 to 83. 
In the calculations necessary to compute the stresses for the 
stress vs. strain, the load (P) at the selected load \~S divided by 
the cylinder Area (~) of 28.3 ir).2. In determining the strains for 
ages of 6 hours tc 12 hours, inclusive, average values of the tlvo 
Ames dial readings were taken and then divided by 12. The gage length 
for the deformation of 12 inches was the average length of the spec.i1.1en. 
Strain is defined as defor:na.tion per unit length of specimen, and is 
written in equation form as J = L1. , where 6 is the deformation 
1 
in inches and L is the gage length of the specimen. For the specirl1ens 
tested at ages 16 hours to 28 days, the gage length used was 10 inches, 
being a standard gage length of the Riehle Concrete Compressometer. 
The tensile strength of concrete is an important property as 
well as one of its most fundarr~ntal properties. Several methods of 
designing specimens, such as the briquette, bobbins, and cylinders 
or prisms with embedded studs have been used. In an article (8) 
Reprinted from the Magazine of Concrete Research, 1955, Vol. 7, No. 
20, July. PP 87-96. "Comments on an Indirect Tensile Test on 
Concrete Cylinders", by P. J. K. Wright, B. Sc., Road Research 
Laborator,y, Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, 
Reprint, Magazine of Concrete Research Bulletin No. 28. 
written by P. J. K. Wright named "Comments on an Indirect Tensile 
Test on Concrete Cylinders", was found the procedure for the testing 
of the c,ylinders for tensile strength as performed in this study. 
The mathematical analysis of stress (8) assumes a homogeneous 
P. J. K. Wright, B. Sc. op. cit. P. 4 
material, whereas concrete is not homogeneous. Thia applies to all 
tests on concrete, and the effect on the general distribution of 
stress cannot be determined, although it is probably small. 
The theory assumes that the material obeys Hooke's Law in that 
strain is proportional to stress. This does not hold true in the 
case of concrete as the apparent value of Young's modulus decreases 
as the stress increases. A stress-strain curve of this for.m tends 
to relieve the more highly stressed parts of a specimen and throw 
4 , ,( ,;..; 
' ) ~ } 
the stress on to those areas of the cross-se~tion i.-.'here the str·2so 
is lmtler.. This fact tends to incr0ase the load required to l;r.aak 
the specirr.en and thus give a high and erroneoua value. 
The follo'Win~ sut:-;r:estions are recommended in the article (8) fc·r 
P .. J. K. Wri0~, B. Sc., op cit. P. l 
the experi..rnental testing of concrete specimens: 
(1) Packing strips of relati ve~y soft material n.re ~1~cassary 
between the specirr:e!l an:i the heads of the testing r:tachine. Pl.Jrw'.)Od 
strips 1/2 in. wide and 1/8 in. thick are satisfactory for the purpose, 
but the material and dimensions of the strips have little effect, 
p!"ovided they can form to small irregularities in the surface of the 
speciJnen. 
(2) Cylinders 6 in. in diameter by 6 in. long n~y be used for 
concrete containing aggregate up to 3/4 in. maximum size. Longer 
specimens may tend to give more uniform results, while shorter speci-
mens rray give higher average values. 
(3) The indirect tension test gives results hig;1ET than those 
given by a direct tensile test, but lo1·rer t~1an the modulus of ru.pture 
of beams. It tends to give r!lore unifo:rr~ :results than the direct 
tension or transverse test, but less uniform results than a compressive 
test on cubes. 
The eq,_tation {8) fo:r.' the tensile stresses is U: 22 
td 
[}. - d/2a ( ~ - sin Q( ] 
P. J. K. ~Jright, B. Sc., op cit. P. 5 
where the tensile stress cr is in pounds per square inch, the d.iaJneter 
(d) of the specin~en is 6 inches2• The Load (P) is that maximurrr load 
applied on the specimen in pounds. The v.'idth of the packing strip (a) 
is 1/2", the length (t) of the packing strip is 12", and the angle 
is 9·55° or .16591 radians. ~ being the single angle subtended by 
the loaded area at the center. After the substitution of the values 
for each item in the equation, a final constant was calculated and 
the equation became rJ"= .0088P. The value of the tensile strength 
was calculated by the above equation for each specimen and these 
values are recorded in the Appendix, Page 85. 
The modulus of rupture (R) was calculated for each bearr. specimen 
by the use of the equation H. = 11C. The third point loading condition 
I 
used in the laboratory procedure has a constant bending moment through-
out the center third portion o.f the beam. There is no shear influence. 
The bending moment is H = PL, where (P/2) is the load at one support 
and (L) is one-third of the length on the span. The (c) denotes the 
distance from the neutral axis to the extreme upper or lower outermost 
fiber of the beam. The neutral axis in the calculations was taken as 
one-half the (h) average height of the beam specimen or the center. 
The (1) denotes the moment of inertia of the section and for a 
rectangular section it is bh3/l2. The {b) is the average width of 
the section and the (h) is the average height of the section. 
The beam spec~nens were the same average cross section and third 
point loading was used throughout the testing. The equation R = MC 
I 
thus, becomes .0703P after the substitution of the following 
constants, L = 9", b - 6n, h - 8" and c = 4"· The value of the 
modulus of rupture for each beam specimen can be found in the 
Appendix, Page 86. 
GRAPHS SHCWING THE RELATIONSHIPS OF THE 
PROPERTIES OF AIR ENTRAINED CONCRETE 
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Loganthmic Plot of Ultimate CompressA e Stress 
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SU~· il·L~':(Y AND CONCLUSIONS 
The research was conducted so that for each age of tasting there 
woulJ be a minimwn of three specimens for each property. The properties 
for which tr·.ese tests were run are Ccmpressi ve Strength, l-1odulus of 
Elasticity in Compression, Tensile Strength (Indirect Tension Test) and 
the L-'!odulus of Ruoture. 
Various graphs were plotted as follows: Graph of ultinate com-
pressive stress vs. age of specimen; logarithmic plot of ultimate com-
pressi ve stress vs. age of specimen; graphs of the f.'Iodulus of Elasti-
ci t;v vs. a.e:e of sr>ecimen; , logari thr.Uc plot of l·iodulus of Klastici ty 
vs. aE~e of specimen; and graph of ultin:ate tensile stress vs. age of 
specimen. The ''Graph of Ultimate Tensile Stress vs. Age of Specimen" 
is the plot of the values from the r:lodulus of Rupture tests and those 
from the indirect tensile testing. 
The plots of '~raphs of Ultimate Compressive Stress vs. Age of 
Specimen" shows the trend of the gain in strength from the age of 
6 hours to 28 days. The graphs show that there is virtually no gain 
in strength before the age of 16 hours. The strength ~t 16 hours is 
6.58'~ of the value at 28 days. It can be seen from the graph plotted 
in "A~e in Days" that there is a steady gain in strength from 16 hours 
to bo hours at which time the graph has a greater curvature to 28 days. 
The strenzth at (/J hours is h 9. 7}; of the value at 28 days. 
Tbe ~jraph of "1o~ari thmic Plot of Ultimate Conpressi ve Stress 
vs. Age of Specimen" shows three straif~ht line portions, one is 
from 6 hol.lrs to 29 hours, one from 29 hours to 100 hours and the 
third is from 100 hours to 672 hours. The equations of the compressive 
strenr,th gains can be written from the logarit~ic plot. 
The plot of '~raphs of the Modulus of Elasticity vs. Age of 
Specimen" shows the trend of increase of the Modulus of Elasticity. 
The Nodulus of Elasticity was very small until the age of 16 huurs. 
The curve at 12 hours shows only 9.553 x 1oJ psi. The curve at 16 
hours jumped to 1,122.503 psi. The age of 24 hours shows the value 
of the Nodulus of Elasticity is 2,503.658 psi. There is a steady 
rise in the Modulus of Elasticity between the ages of 24 hours to 7 
days. The value obtained for the curve at the age of 14 days is 
rather high. This point on the curve as well as the curve from 7 
days to 28 days could show that more ages between the ages selected 
should be needed. This might also be interpreted as being due to 
some effect of air entrainment on the concrete. 
The graph of '~ogarithmic Plot of the Modulus of Elasticity vs. 
Age of Specimen" has five straight line portions. The first is from 
6 hours to 12 hours. The second is from 12 hours to 17.5 hours. The 
third is from 17.5 hours to 72 hours. The fourth is from 72 hours to 
28 days. The equations of the Modulus of Elasticity gains can be 
written from the logarithmic plot. The author of this thesis has made 
no effort to write the equations for the logarithmic plots. 
The plot of '~raph of Ultimate Tensile Stress vs. Age of Speci-
men" is a comparison of the tensile strength by means of the Hodulus 
of Rupture tests and the indirect tensile tests. Both curves show the 
trend of increase, but the results of the indirect tensile tests are 
lower values than those of the I·Iodulus of Rupture tests. The Hodulus 
of Rupture Curve shows very little strength at 12 hours. The curve 
shows a straight line increase from 12 hours to the age of 36 hours at 
which time the Hodulus of Rupture value is 72.2% of the value at 28 days. 
Of ;r • 
t' •' 
The V"e.lue at 60 hours is 87 .5,; of the value at 28 days. There is a 
drop in the value at 72 hours to 82.8% of the value at 28 days. At 7 
days the value is 95 .O;b of the value at 28 days. The curve is a. 
straight line incraase from 7 days to 28 days. 
The indirect tensile test values show very little increase to the 
age of 12 hours. From 16 hours to 36 hours the value rises to 44.8:,; of 
the value at 28 days. The value at 72 hours is 58.6% and the value at 
7 days is 73.8~~ of the value at 28 days. At 14 days the value is 90.5;~ 
of the value at 28 days. 
The author wishes to state the following conclusions, as the result 
of material compiled in this research: 
1. A rigid control should be followed to ~naintain a minL~um 
deviation of the air entrained in batches. 
2. The specimens had a surface dry appearance at the age of 6 
hours up to 72 hours even with the forms still in place. 
3. Three specimens for each age of testing should be the minimum. 
4. The gain of the tensile strength with respect to its 28 day 
value is higher than the gain in compressive strength with 
respect to its 28 day value during the first three days. 
5. A material change in the Hodulus of Elasticity in compression 
takes place between the ages of 12 hours and 24 hours. 
6. A material change in the con~ressive strength of the concrete 
takes place between the ages of 6 hours to 24 hours. 
7. No working load should be applied to the concrete before 
the age of 36 hours. 
APPENDIX 
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Deeign of the (Normal) Mix. 
The mix proportions e.re 1 :1(;97 ~~.,6 which are expressed on 
a volume basis. The firet figure represents the volume of eem~nt, 
the second f'igure 1.97 indiaates the volume of fine aggregate a."ld 
the 'third figure the volume of ooe.ree aggregate. These volurnee 
are expressed in cubic feet. 
Absolute Volume 
Cement - 1 ea.ck -
-
0.478200* cu. ft. 
Fine Aggregate - 1.97 CU. ft. X 0.685• - 1.~49450 ft. 
-
cu. 
Ooarse Aggregate - ;.)6 au. tt. X Oo)57'* - 1.872528 eu. f't. 
Water - 5.6 gals.: 5.6 / 7•5 - o,.z4zooo cu. ft. 
-
Total yiold tor 1 sack batoh - 4.447178 ft. 
-
cu. 
As8Umed. air oontant i entrapped) - 0.$ - 0.0?,6683 cu • f't. .. 
0 .006 X .447178 CN • ft ,~ 
Tot,o.l yield for 1 sa.ok batch (after - 4.47~861 cu. ft. 
-
air content correction) 
• The vnluce of the absolute volumes were obtained from 
1 Inatruetiane to Oanorete Proportioning Inepectorsw, Missouri 
State Highway Oammissian, Bureau ot Materials, 1947, pages ~1 
to 42, after knowing the p~eioal oharacteristioe of the 
items. 
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Abr;olute \T olumo 
Cement 1 31:'~~ k (no c )rr-: c tic,n) ... r.47~2oo• ft. - ... cu. 
Joe.rse Ag6re~ute (no correction) .... 1.87~528 Clt • f·~. ... 
\1ater 
- 5·6 gale. (no correction) .... Oo 71f7000 Ctl. ft. ... 
Assumed e.ir content - 4.7o - 0. 2C 1,2?::.2 cu . ft. ... 
G .c4) X 4 .2;. 7.) 6-~ 1 
Total yi~lC.. f :.:r 1 sack L:1tch without - 3 ')( ' 0::.' r:-1 cu • ft. .... • <-,. ,. _) 
the fine aggregate content. 
Fine Aggr-:t;e.te ( c orr ::ction) - 1.114f J..Q. C1..~ • ft. .. 
Total yield for 1 oack ba. tc:1 - 4 4""'7." "l 
-
• ,-:;>0-.J Cll • ft. 
The new volume of fine aggr3gate in th0 proportiono or the' !..'lJ ;.~. 
Fine Aggregate - 1.174810 / 0.685• : 1.717 or 1.72 cu. ft. 
New proportions of the air entrained ~ix. 
* l'l:o v~luos of thJ e.bsolut~ volwnes w-re obtail'l.od fr .Jffi 
i tc::.:.s. 
Ococnt 
0 /)71~ X 1/8 X o/J. - ,:3.:S0 potmd 8. ; . 
-( ri4:: ; ("'I i..} --_ ,; \1 (' ll~l':/v p3r 3['_0 :: Jf cement) ; .. _._oj 
F:.no A: ; · ~r ·::-;_.:c. te 
:_'. .074 X 1.72 X 109* 1: 126.40 pounds. 
Coar.1c Agsr ·~~n t,e 
C'~.~71~ X 3.30 X 92c·5* - 209.48 ~~e, 
-
~anti ti0s of tr.e gr~.di c. tiona 
of t}lC coarse a~re;e.te. 
3% -~ .n screen 209.48 0.)5 - 7).30 pounds. X -
60% ,, 4 209.4S o.6o - 125-59 pounds. !ff screen X -
~ )10 screen 209.48 X 0.05 c: 10.)9 pounds. 
Water 
: .674 ~r ~.6 Y. e.~~; 1: )1.45 pound a. 
( 8 .)47/f is the WCi6ht pur r,allon of water) 
* Dry-rodded wei~hta of tb e it ~ m-.s. 
Experimental Data (The wights of the individaal components th&t 
wore a.dded to the m.iX1lr for each bo t~;1. ) 
Cqra£ression r;at ,.·16,.. ~..__._k~~ 
Ba~ ·~h Co~:~rse Sand c~nen.l ... Water Air Aeent 
Agr;re ga. te 
1 .~·-y-_. 48# lJ;·. 63# 63i}Jr)l 28.54/1 9 grams 
? 
" 133 "ll'l " 2~. ·T!# " " 
') n 13J.'22# n ~7 • n)# 11 n _) 
Ta..!!L.:.·:1n Bat<.~ ~Jl 
Batch Goarse Sand Cam~n~t 'Water Air Ap:ent 
Aggregate 
1 2m.LJ?# 132 .. 63/i (,J., 3()1 28.5L# 9 grams 
') 
" 
133.1~ " 2f! e CJ7# " fl -.. 
1 n 133.,1~ " :8~ Y!# " " 
Berur: Bat<;l-tnr~ (The batch :..istnd t.JOlow is the Later-... used tLroubftol1t 
one ··:et-u--r: r '-1ur which consists of four 'OatcheGo ) 
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Experimental D.lita. of Air Contents and SlllDlps of tba Individual Batches. 
Compression Batches 
&.tch 1 2 3 
Air 4~1~ 3.53% 4.41% 
Content 
Sl101p 1. 50" 1~ 00" 2. ()()II 
Average Air Content - 4.01~ 
Tension Batchea 
Be.tch 1 2 J 
Air 4,60/, 3~4Q& 4o2'7% 
Coatent 
Slap 2. 5 ()II 2.00" 2.0()11 
Average Air Content - 4.~ 
1!!s Bato4es 
Pou .! 
Batoh 1 2 J 4 
Air 5. 03% 4.15~ 4.85~ 4.04~ 
Conte at 
Slup 1. 5J" 2.50" 3.25" 2.50" 
Average Air Coatent of the Pov - 4.52~ 
BP.!'lm. Batches (CI')rltinued) 
----
Ee.tch 1 2 3 4 
Air 4~43% 4.37% 4. 2'J.' 5.17% 
Content 
Slump 2. 5011 4o25" 2.50" 2.75" 
Average Air Content of the Pour 
- 4 .. 5J% 
Pollr 2_ 
Batch 1 2 3 4 
Air 4.11% 4.,41% 5G31% 5.28% 
Content 
Slwnp 1. C>0" 1. ')Oft 2o 50" 2.50" 
Average Air Content or the Pour 
- 4. 775% 
The total average air content ot the three beam pours is 4.6~. 
The StrP-s~ and Strain Hee.aurenents at the Age of£ no~rs. 
3tr'\in (in/in) X lO+j 
3tress No. of 3pecinen 
(psi) l 2 ~ 
0 0 0 0 
1.766 2.896 5o125 4.coo 
;.:;;o s.ooo 8.875 6.5-40 
5c)l0 6.916 11.)75 8.670 
7.070 9.000 1) .420 10.6)0 
0.8)0 11.208 15.46C 12.500 
10.600 1~.375 17.460 14.500 





Strose l3.C70 11.680 14.310 
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The Stress and Strain Me:asuremcnts at the AL;e of .§ Hot~.rs. 
::Jtre.in ( • I i ) ::..n _n X 10 ... ~ 
Stress No. of Speciml31'1 
(pci) 1 2 
' 
4• 
c 0 c 0 0 
1.766 2.290 2.)42 
3-530 1.54o 4.125 ~ .420 ).)75 
5·310 5·250 4 ?r:Q •c-.) 
7 · ' 70 2. )05 0 .. :140 6 .5{50 5.125 
8 . \3'C · ~. 750 5 .)·16 
lG.')OO ).916 7.)00 0. ~70 ,:.~~~7 
1.2.)66 0.125 7-458 
14.140 4.;.;16 c~.e,;o l\) .2CO 3.2~ 
15 ·S)()O 9·625 9.167 
17.680 6. ~·42 10.375 1l.:Y)C 10.107 
19.Lj2c 11.25() 11.167 
21.20C 7.S70 12 .21)0 13.870 12.292 
22 .s~t. 13.)C'O 13 .50C 
24.7;2 14 .:~25 l~.c4o 1:- .157 
U 1 ti.r.\fl.te 
Strr.;es 2).670 25 .41'r0 26.)20 25 .1' 0 
t Extra Specimen 
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The Streea and Strain McasurQncnts a.t the Age of ,lZ. Hours. 
Strain (in/in) x 16,.; 
Stress No. of Specimen 
(psi) 1 2 
' 0 0 0 0 
10.6 4.458 6.375 4.,75 
21.2 6.167 9.04o 6.080 
~1.8 7-4?8 11.000 7.250 
42.4 8.708 12.710 8.250 
5,.1 9·750 14.200 9.170 
6;.6 10.708 15·54o 10.04o 
74.2 11.667 17~ 11.4oo 




Stress 107.800 9~.820 74.56o 
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The Stress end 3train Measurements at the Aee of .1€ Hours. 
Strain (in/in) x 10+4 
Stress No. of Specimen 
(pai) 1 2 ~ 
0 0 0 0 
21.2 0 o.o50 0 
42.4 0 0.075 0 
6.?~6 0 0.250 OclOO 
84.8 O.lCO o.6oo 0.~50 
lo6.o o.;5Q 1.200 0. 7r;IJ 
127.2 o.650 2.250 1.~o 
148.4 0.900 4.ooo 2.250 
169.6 1.650 8.500 4.110 
15X).8 2.450 8.4oo 
212~0 ,.650 
-
2,;.2 5(>500 ~ 
254.4 8.800 
275.6 1~ ·500 
-
Ultimate 
Strese 200.600 174.560 203c900 
~1tr·'~ ( in/ir) X 10+4 
Streso No. of .3~lEcimen 
(psi) 1 2 ; 4' 
0 0 0 0 0 
7C .. 7 0 0 0.15 0 
1Ll.4 0.05 0 o.4o 0.20 
212.0 0.15 0<»4:; c .)X: o.:Jo 
2£3).0 0.;00 o.~~ 1.)5 1.00 
;5,.4 1.10 1 .li() l.SXJ 1.75 
424.1 1.60 2.CO 2.')5 '.20 
h94.8 2.15 ;.05 ~' .70 
565·5 ).50 5·85 
6~6.2 5·75 12.)7 
Ultimc..te 
Stress 680o00 5{1.84 64-'+.00 47~ ·50 
I Extra Specimen 
("'.t , ( • I· ' 
._) r!O :n 1n, :n) X 10+4 
)tr·J2S =~ 0. of 3rl (., c im ...:n 
( _t;ci) 1 2 3 4' 
0 (J r 0 c .__ 
7C.7 0 c .25 0 "" ~' 
141.; 0.1~ c .4c c .20 C.l5 
212 .·) o.lr5 ( .80 ·) .~o C· .4o 
282.7 0.(5 0.90 0.30 0.75 
3'l3.4 1.oo r; .?) l.lG l.lJ 
424.1 1.)5 1.10 1.4o 1.4o 
494.8 1.-5 1.,o 1.65 1.7) 
565·5 l.QO 1.1)0 1.9) 2. ~) 
6)6.~ 2.'25 1.75 2.)0 2. <)0 
7C7.0 2.65 2.10 :..70 ;.4o 
777.6 ).20 2.85 ).~5 4.30 
34c.2 ;.ao ).75 '.9() ~-~ 
919.0 4.45 4 .oc 7.25 
989.7 rj.)5 5.85 
1060.4 6.25 7 .4o 
11)1.1 7-70 10.~ 
12Cl.8 10.00 
Ultimate 
3tr8oa 124c.'JC 911.66 1164~;o 969·96 
1 ?:xtra Specimen 
()_j 
The Stre.Js e.Jl:l Strain lv1'3v.snr:ml~nts at th'J l·,se of lJS I:ours. 
~train ( in/il~) ., lQ-14 
Strecs No. of :3pcc:men 
(psi) 1 2 3 4' 
0 c 0 0 0 
176.3 0.)5 G C.l5 0.05 
353.4 0.25 0.375 C.7C Q.r:;r· 
550.2 1.4{) ·: .9()0 1 4~ . ./ 1 .11' 
707.0 2.10 1.5,'.0 2.)~1 2.05· 
88).6 2.75 2.500 3.40 - ">5 ) ..... 
l06C.6 3 .~-1 5 ;.9)0 5.00 5·95 
12)7.4 4.60 6.100 7 .f!:{ 
1414.0 6.)) 16 .ooo 13.65 
Ultimate 
Stress 158·\ .)0 1424.000 14;>8.00 1067.00 
I Extra Specimen 
The Stress and Strnin H0aauretnenta at the Arre of 60 Hoilrs. 
:...;> -
Stram (in/in) x 10+'+ 
3treas No. of 3pecimen 
(psi) 1 2 ) 4' 
0 0 0 0 0 
176.8 O.)O 0 0.10 0.10 
355-4 0.85 0.50 0.65 o.6o 
I 
5)0.2 1.)5 1.00 1.15 lolO 
707.0 1.90 1.50 1.65 1.70 
883.8 2.60 2.)5 2-~5 2.5C 
1060.6 ;.65 ,.10 ;.25 ;.25 
12;7.4 4.00 4.90 4.05 ;.70 
1414.0 6.15 5·4o 5-~0 
1591.0 8.20 6.90 7.4D 
1767.8 1).50 9·6o 
Ultimate 
Stress 176e.50 1)67.00 1844.50 1650 .oc~ 
1 Extra Specimen 
;)t~ai.."'l (.; ;:..,\ 
-'-n ! •• , Y. 10+4 
Jtre:~ s No. of :3? r·ciman 
( rsi) 1 2 3 
0 0 0 0 
170 •. 3 0.25 C'.l) 0.15 
)')).4 G.75 ( 1 ."',c.:: _I • "' 0.)5 
)3u.2 1.2r 1.15 1.10 
7C'7 .C 1.70 1.c~ 1.55 
883.8 2.)0 ~.'tO 2 • :_--)() 
1060.6 3·"5 ). , .. ,_., ).')() / 
12)7.4 ).75 4. ·.c 4.'::'5 
1414.0 4.80 5·55 5·05 
1591.0 6.20 ..., r) r 6.55 
1767.8 9·90 (3, .~ 
Ultimnte 
Stress 1772.00 1685 .)C 1 ~::: 8 .co 
Str~.:.!l ( i:~/in) x 10~ 
Stress .. ., .. o. of S:?ec in on 
(psi) 1 < 3 
0 0 0 0 
)5) ·5 0 .(>() 0.85 0.65 
7C7.0 le)O 1.85 1.50 
1060.0 2·50 'tlO 2.:~o 
1414.0 )·50 4.80 3o55 
l768o0 5.00 6.90 4o80 





Stress 2505·00 22.62.00 2702"00 
The Strees and S~e.in 1-tea.aurem.enta at the A3e ot ~ ])eye. 
Strain (in/in) x 10+4 
Strese No. of Speoimen 
(psi) 1 2 
' 0 0 0 0 
~5,c5 0.10 0.90 o.4o 
707c0 0.00 1.45 1.00 
1060.0 lo45 2.4o ]:-~ 
1414~0 2o45 ~·~5 2·45 
1768.0 ~·25 4.55 ,.4o 
2120.0 4..4o ~·9.5 4.50 
247;.0 5·55 7o$'5 5.60 
2826.0 7·90 ll·t)" 7 ·2!5 
3179'o0 .. l0o~5 
Ultimate 
Stress ;o60.00 ,020.00 ;2~0.00 
()() 
The Stress and Strain Measurements at the A~e of l§ Days. 
Strain ( in/ in) x 10+4 
Streea No. of Specimen 
{psi) 1 2 ) 4• 5' 6' 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
;53·5 0.4o Oc60 Oo30 o.4o 0.60 0.75 
707.0 1.20 1.55 1.00 1.10 1.4o 1()50 
l06ooO 2o00 2c50 1o65 1.85 2o25 2·35 
1414.0 2.85 ; .60 2.4o 2c50 ;.CY) ~.10 
1768c0 ;.85 4.85 ,.4o ;.4o 4.10 4.05 
2120.0 4.9) 6.,0 4olJ5 4.~0 5o20 4.9) 
247).0 6.10 8.20 5·70 5·4o 6.65 5·90 
2826.0 7.80 10.25 7ol0 6e75 8.80 1·30 




Stress ~;o0o 3251.00 34M.oo 33~9.00 ,057 .oo ;4;1.00 
' Extra Spec~ena 
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6 .,0 X 1:· .• , 
5.70 X ft 
5•20 X I 




























4.oc ::r: '' 
Strn.~'l• 
(in/in) 
2.70 X " 
Modulus of 
Ela.etio 1 ty 
( ~si) 
0.8~0 X 1'0' 
Oo820 X 1 
lelOO X 1 
l~odulua of 
~l ~tstiei ty 
(psi) 
;.:265 X 10~ 
2.545 X n 




1r .27 x lQ; 
7.,6 X 11 
11.04 X 11 
' The 8tr~.in valu~e were taken frou th_, " Stre.:c va Strain " 




























o.6r x " 
















1.)5 X A 
1.24 X " 
0.76 X I 















1. · ·0 -· II 
1.-:.S X n 
1.::-o x " 
gl .. aphs r.t 4-~ of t} J ul ti .mto ctr-:'3 ;·· n. 
:~odt: ht2 of 
~:1:--.stici ty 
(psi) 
1336 ol9 X lG-3 
116;,.67 X " 




208C .X x n 
i:!odH lus of 







:Jet'"' cf t'· e '" - r, 1 f ,. , .._ · '"- 0 
- :. · • · •. u ..2.u ... :.ls c ' ' i.~SvlCl\..J alcul~ti l r.~. 















SD ""'l.·,.,ons e+ t' A ~r 1'" ·r /~ .. . .. · . , " n e [; e u ~ r.our s 
Streos 














1.64 X n 
2.24 x n 
1.22 X " 















1.50 X II 
2.30 :X " 
2.10 X 1 
















1.82 X " 
2.4o x a 
1i oC. u lu s C"J f 
Sl:--..stici ty 
(psi) 
3072.42 x lc-3 














1 The strain ve,lu'3s "frore ta...l<:cn fr J;:l the n Str~..-o vs St;e.in • 
graphs at ~ of tLe ul tim[' te st!" ·Jss·:;s. 
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2 t:..c 104 .:J X 
2.82 X 1 
Specincns e.t the Age of 14 De.ys 
Stres3 
(p3i) 
No. of ~ 
Specimen Ult. 
1 15)0.00 





























2.50 X 104 
;.o6 x " 










1'Jdu :_u.:; of 
Elasticity 
(fsi) 






4896 .00 X 10-~ 














I T:~a strflin values wers taken fron tl:c n Str·]8 '3 vs Strain " 




The Modulus of Elasticity Values tor the Age ot §.Hours to 28 Days. 
Modulus of Elaat.icit,y (psi) X lQ-3 
Age or No. ot Specimen 
Specimen 1 2 3 4' Ave. 
6 Hours 0.830 0.821) 1.100 0.917 
8 
" 
3.265 2.545 2.106 2.113 2.506 
12 n lO.'Z'/0 7.360 11.040 9.553 
16 
" 1336.190 1163.670 867.650 1122.503 
24 " 3777.780 1664.740 2080.000 2492.110 2503.658 
36 n 2480.000 36l.6.66o 2503.870 2155.440 2696.492 
48 " 3072.420 3637.800 2567.850 3498.)60 Jl94.108 
60 " .3075.650 . 361.5.330 3~.820 3142.850 3267.912 
72 n 3544.000 3707.690 3180.000 3477.230 
7 Daya 3853.850 3120.000 3832.620 3602.156 
l4 Days 4896.000 3947.710 5086.610 4643-440 
28 Dqs 4191.760 3458.510 4941.840 5136.920 4410.443 
4305.630 
4427.000 
'Extra Specimens at the Age a Listed. 
84 
Tile Com.pressiTe Ultimate Stresses at the Age ef ~ Hours to 28 DaYso 
Age of Stress (pai) 
•o. ot Specimen 
Speo1E11 1 2 3 4' M!.xo Mia. Ave. 
6Boara 13.CY7 ll.68 1.4.31 14.31 U'-68 13.02 
8 • 23.67 25G44 26.32 25ol0 26.32 23.67 25.13 
l2 • 100.80 9.3&82 74.56 1C77.80 74.56 92.~ 
16 
" 
2S0.60 174.56 203.90 280o60 174.56 219.69 
24 " 680.00 561.84 644.80 473.50 680o{)() 561.84 590.04 
36 " 1240.00 911.66 ll64.00 969.96 1240. ro 9ll.66 l~L4S 
J.l3 " 1584.30 1424.00 1438.00 1~7QOO 15S4<l00 1~7.')0 137So30 
60 
" 
1768.50 1367.00 1844.50 1650.00 1844.50 1367o00 1657.50 
72 n 1772.00 1685.,0 1900o00 19~.00 1685.50 1788.50 
7 Da78 2505.00 2262.00 2:7C12.. 00 Z'/02.00 2262.00 2489o70 
u~ 3~0.00 )Q20o00 3230e~OO 3230.00 3020.00 3103.00 
28~ 3463.00 3251.00 3484~00 .3057o00 3484.00 3057.00 )).37o50 
343~00 
.33:J9o00 
' Extra Speoilrena t6r the .&g.s Liated. 
85 
The Ulti.Jlate Tensile Stresses Prom the Indire~t Tensioll Testing at the Age of £ Boura to ~ Dayao 
Age or Stress (psi} 
lo. of' Speeimen 
Snecimen 1 2 3 4' :r.'.axo Mino Ava. 
6 Hours l.:U.. o62 lc41 1.41 o62 1.~ 
8 
" 4.18 2.,.., 3.30 4.18 2. en 3.18 
12 • 13.77 8.27 14c92 14g92 3.27 12c..l9 
16 
" 
35.20 17 .. 95 37.30 37.30 17~95 301jl5 
24 • 75.70 5~.96 86o?O 86 .. 70 58.96 73 ... 79 
36 n 145.20 121.40 150.50 150.50 12lo40 lJ9o03 
48 n 169.00 1.33.80 140.00 151.80 16q.ao 133aBO 14~.65 
6~ 
" 
216.50 174.20 1B7.50 216 .. 50 174 .. 20 192.73 
72 • 227"90 181.30 249.00 240.20 2A,Q.OO 162.80 212.24 
162.80 
7-:JWa 260Q80 149.80 272.00 272.00 1.49.80 227.53 
14 Days 250.00 234QOO 345o00 302.70 345.00 2J4o00 282o9J 
28 De:ys 375.76 247.28 291.28 375.76 375.76 247o28 322o52 
' Extra Specimens &t 'the Age Lis'Md. 
86 
The Modalu •t Rupture ot tM Spacaeu ter tu Ap •f ft Houn te ~ Jla7a o 
Modlllua et bpture (ps 1) 
Ace of llo. of Speo~n 
Speoaen 1 2 3 49 Muo Mlao Afto 
8 Hours 10o55 5.28 4.93 10~55 4o93 6o92 
12 " 48~53 40o79 56~97 40o79 56.97 40.79 45o37 
16 • 74~56 130.82 ll2v53 130.82 74.56 105o97 
24 II 253.20 2~ul9 220ol5 253Q20 200"19 227ol8 
36 • 42:7.63 319.32 404.42 ~-· 427.63 Jl9oJ2 .38Jo78 
J.B II 478o'n 369o25 445o21 478orf J69GI25 4.30o91 
60 • 5l8oJ6 5C77-.~ll 48Jo89 352oY/ 51.8.)6 J52o37 465o4J 
72 • 478o27 465.61 sm.ro. 310.17 5C17 Gl81 310.17 440o47 
7 Da78 413.56 523.98 5~ ... 14 578.14 413.56 505.23 
14 Da,.a 5J6v65 464Q20 552.12 552.12 464.20 517.66 
28 Da:rs 54Jo68 429o74 620o30 620.30 429o74 53lo25 
' Bxtra Spec~ at tlle A.p Lia'tedo 
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